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Obesity, or excess adiposity, is a leading public health problem worldwide that results in significant medical burdens. Diet

quality scores designed based on Western-style dietary patterns were demonstrated to be good indicators of obesity in

developed but not developing countries. This entry shows that diet quality scores tailored to the Chinese diet demonstrate

a strong relationship with both undernutrition and overnutrition, as well as being underweight and obese in Chinese

adults. 
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1. Introduction

Obesity, or excess adiposity, is a leading public health problem worldwide that results in significant medical burdens . A

U.S. based study estimates that individuals who are obese spend 76% more on healthcare compared to those of normal

weight . Studies have documented a link between obesity and various chronic diseases such as type 2 diabetes ,

cardiovascular diseases , cancer , and chronic kidney disease .

Obesity is a complex disease that results from the interactions of various risk factors that influence the balance of energy

intake and output, such as genetics , physical activity , gut microbial composition , dietary intake, and the

obesogenic food environment, where the modern food system makes nutrient-poor, ultra-processed food more accessible

and affordable . The socioeconomic and sociocultural characteristics of people affect their vulnerability to the

obesogenic risk factors . Different policies have been established or proposed to curb the obesity epidemic, such as

taxation on unhealthy food purchases , food pricing strategies , and nutrition education within food assistance

programs .

One of the cornerstones to address the obesity epidemic is through dietary intervention. Food groups such as whole-

grain, fruit, nut, legume, and fish were found to be associated with a reduced risk of obesity, whereas refined grains, red

meat, and sugar-sweetened beverages were associated with increased risk . Diet quality scores are developed to

guide food consumption behaviors and assess the quality of the overall diet in the population. A systematic review by

Ashgari et al. examined studies that assessed the relationship between diet quality scores and body mass index (BMI)

and other indicators of obesity . They found that diet quality assessed using different scores were, in general, inversely

associated with BMI in developed countries, yet results were much more variable in developing countries.

The complex relationship between diet quality scores and BMI in developing countries is likely related to the dual burden

of both undernutrition and overnutrition in these countries. Likewise, China has been under a drastic transition in dietary

habits during economic growth and development in recent decades, leading to rapid increases in the consumption of

edible oils, animal source foods, sugar-sweetened beverages, and food away from home . Accordingly, the prevalence

of overweight and obesity rose rapidly in the country in the past several decades . Meanwhile, undernutrition is still a

concern for vulnerable groups, such as older adults in China . Diet quality scores may provide a convenient tool to

screen for those at risk of under- or over- nutrition. However, diet quality scores used internationally were designed mainly

based on Western-style dietary patterns, which are substantially different from traditional dietary patterns in Chinese

populations .

2. Current Insights

This work systemically analyzed existing studies that explored the relationship between diet quality scores and obesity-

related outcomes in Chinese populations. As adherence to a priori high-quality dietary pattern is increasingly

recommended to improve overall healthfulness during the drastic nutrition transition in China, this work evaluated whether

the quality of a diet, independent of calorie content, has implications in weight management and obesity reduction. Both

internationally accepted, non-culture-specific diet quality scores or tailored scores to the Chinese diet were tested in
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several cohorts of Chinese participants, mainly with a cross-sectional design, yet the relationships between these scores

and obesity-related outcomes varied. The inconsistencies may be attributed in part to the heterogeneity of the cohorts and

the need for tailored diet quality assessment according to the characteristics of specific populations.

A significant source of heterogeneity lies in the geo-economic and cultural differences among cohorts, specifically,

between Chinese adults within versus outside mainland China. Three out of four studies that used AHEI or HEI in Chinese

populations outside mainland China demonstrated an inverse association between the dietary index and BMI ,

consistent with the concern of an obesogenic environment typical for developed countries and regions.

Consistently, the systematic review by Asghari et al. has previously demonstrated that HEI reflected a reduced risk of

obesity in studies conducted in developed but not in developing countries . In cohorts within mainland China, the diet

quality has a divergent relationship with weight status, with the diet quality scores being associated with both underweight

and overweight/obesity in different studies . This is typical for developing countries during drastic nutrition

transitions. The dual burden of undernutrition and overnutrition was clearly reflected in studies using data from the CHNS,

which included waves of cross-sectional cohorts ranging from 1990 to 2015 that coincided with the rapid economic

development and nutrition transition of China. Both underweight and overweight/obesity were associated with worse

dietary scores (e.g., China DQI, DBI-07, CHEI) in studies based on different waves of CHNS data. The dichotomized

association of dietary scores with both under- and overnutrition observed in different waves of participants also suggests

that the drastic nutrition transition in China may have altered the relationship between diet quality and obesity over time.

The nutrition transition in China is a result of rapid economic development after the reform and opening policy was

implemented in the late 1970s. The rapid economic growth in China fuels the modernization of the food system and

enhances the purchasing power of people in China. Accompanying with the increased affordability and accessibility of

food, people in China experienced Westernization of dietary intake, characterized by significant increases in edible oil and

meat consumption, snacking behavior and sugar-sweetened beverage consumption, and decreases in cereal grains and

legumes that are emphasized in the traditional Chinese diet . However, the nutrition transition is not identical for

everyone, and several factors influence the level of adoption. Older adults have greater adherence to the traditional

Chinese dietary pattern (e.g., cereal-rich and limited in meat) . This may partly explain the higher risk of undernutrition

of this group associated with lower diet quality scores. Rural versus urban areas have different levels of nutrition transition

partly attributable to the different levels of economic development. The more economically developed urban areas had

greater levels of nutrition transition as demonstrated by changes such as increased snacking behavior and fried food

consumption . Overnutrition and obesity become the main concerns in those areas. However, it should be noted that

the gap between rural and urban areas has gradually narrowed. The Scientific Research Report on DGC 2021

demonstrates that the dietary structure of rural residents has been greatly altered with carbohydrate-derived caloric

intakes decreasing from 70.1% in 1992 to 55.3% in 2015, and the protein provided by animal food increasing from 12.4%

to 31.4% . The Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) research data show that the obesity rate in

rural areas was about half of that in urban areas (12.2% versus 6.3%) in 2002; by 2012, the rural obesity rate grew to

10.4%, which was very close to the 13.2% in urban areas . At the individual level, those with a higher socioeconomic

status (SES) have accelerated nutrition transition and obesity becomes the primary concern. In contrast, those with a

lower SES have a slower change and a higher risk of undernutrition and being underweight . These differences in

nutrition transition among different groups suggest the need to choose an appropriate diet score according to its sensitivity

to either under- or over-nutrition.

A potential concern of using internationally used, non-culture-specific dietary scores such as HEI was that those scores

were not developed based on the DGC. There were substantial differences between the Chinese and Western diets.

These differences were also reflected in their dietary guidelines, such as a higher recommended amount of soy and a

lower recommended amount of dairy in the CDG versus the DGA . An HEI-based score showed inconsistent

relationships with weight status in different Chinese cohorts, as mentioned above. Several studies also used DASH and

aMED to assess diet quality. These scores were not based on the official dietary guidelines of specific countries, but

rather on two well-accepted high-quality diets, the DASH and Mediterranean diets. Previous studies have shown that

adopting these diets improved cardiometabolic outcomes and in non-Chinese populations . However, the

results were inconsistent among the few studies that assessed how these indices were associated with BMI in Chinese

cohorts, suggesting that a tailored score to the Chinese diet may have better sensitivity to serve as an indicator of weight

status in Chinese.

Several indices tailored to the Chinese diet were developed according to the CDG and CHFP, such as the CHEI, CHFP

score, China DBI, and DDS. DBI was developed with a set of scores (LBS, HBS, TS, and DQD) that make it convenient to

assess both under and over nutrition . Indeed, in some Chinese populations, such as among older adults,
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undernutrition was the main concern, such as what Xu et al. reported regarding the worse DBI in underweight elders .

Zhang et al. also showed in a cohort with late middle-aged and older adults in the Yunnan province of China that DBI was

related to the risk of being underweight . A study conducted on the second wave of the nationally-representative

Chinese Health and Retirement Longitudinal Study (CHARLS) estimated that the prevalence of malnutrition among

elderlies in China was 12.6%, or over 20 million elderlies . Malnutrition in older adults has been associated with

adverse functional and mortality outcomes . Therefore, using a diet quality score to assess and predict malnutrition and

weight loss in older adults may help identify those that need intervention and assistance. However, two other studies that

enrolled Chinese adults of different ages showed that the more imbalanced the diet was, as assessed by the DQD score,

the higher the BMI and risk of obesity . Therefore, the DBI may be a good indicator of malnutrition (both under- and

over- nutrition) in Chinese adults, yet its specific relationship with weight status may depend on characteristics of the

cohorts (e.g., age, health status, socioeconomic status).

Besides the DBI, the China DQI was another index that consistently demonstrated an association with overweight in two

Chinese cohorts, suggesting the potential use of this index to assess overnutrition in Chinese populations .

Food diversity is differentially defined in different studies and may be a double-edged sword for weight control. Food

diversity was demonstrated to be positively associated with BMI in studies of non-Chinese populations and summarized in

the Asghari et al. review . A potential explanation was that diversity could be attributed to both varieties of healthy and

unhealthy foods. It is also possible that people tend to eat more when there is a greater variety of food, leading to a higher

total energy intake . The one study that we reviewed used a similar food diversity score to those used in other studies,

which included the variety of both healthy and unhealthy food. Consistent with previous findings, it showed that food

diversity was positively associated with overweight though only in men . The other study developed a score that

assessed the variety of healthy food specifically (HFD) and did not observe an association between HFD and weight while

observing a negative association between the index and WC . These studies corroborate the notion that not just the

variety of foods eaten, but also what is being consumed matters for obesity reduction.

Overall, diet quality scores tailored to the Chinese population are associated with either being underweight or

overweight/obese in Chinese adults. With the dual burden of undernutrition and the rising obesity epidemic, the Chinese

government has implemented various policies and programs to reduce both underweight and obesity. For example, the

Ministry of Health released the Nutrition Improvement Work Management Approach to promote nutrition and health of

Chinese residents . The General Office of the State Council released the National Nutrition Plan (2017–2030) in 2017

 and the Department of Planning released the Health China Action in 2019  which propose rational dietary behaviors

and strengthening dietary and nutrition guidance for the whole population. These initiatives focus on encouraging the

reduction of salt, oil, and sugar intakes in every sector, including the food industry, the cafeteria of enterprises and

institutions, and families. They also require governmental departments to develop and implement relevant regulations and

standards, and implement nutrition interventions for vulnerable populations in impoverished areas. Although this work did

not include studies conducted in children, it should be noted that the obesity rate of children and adolescents in China is

rising alarmingly . Several policies have been proposed to address this significant public health concern such as

accelerating the development of standards to limit production and sale of high-sugar foods, revising the general rules for

nutrition labeling to include mandatory labeling of sugar in prepackaged foods, and enhancing the nutrition education

about added sugar intake restriction .

The establishment of the DGC/CHFP and the Chinese Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) specifies daily food and nutrient

intake goals for Chinese people. Diet quality scores may be used as a tool to assess and promote adherence to the

guidelines and indicate the risk of deviation from normal body weight. The shared principles of different scoring systems

suggest that a diet is considered of high quality when composed of fruits and non-starchy vegetables, whole grains,

legumes, high-quality proteins, and limiting processed foods and the added sugar, trans fat, empty calories, and sodium

associated with them. However, due to the heterogeneity of Chinese populations, there needs to be a careful selection of

suitable diet quality scores based on the characteristics of the specific population.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, diet quality scores are associated with weight status and obesity-related outcomes in many studies among

Chinese populations. Diet quality scores tailored to the Chinese diet may be more suitable to reflect both undernutrition

and obesity risk for Chinese adults in China during a significant nutrition transition.
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